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ART
THIEVES
renzo piano has made the most
of norway’s plentiful resources
of wood and water in his latest
offering, oslo’s astrup fearnley
museum and exploited his love
of glazing to fill it with natural
light, reveals herbert wright
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Norway is well supplied with wood and
water, but in winter especially, supplies
of light can get pretty thin. That hasn’t
stopped Renzo Piano from making the most
of all three components in the new £2.4m
waterside Astrup Fearnley Museum, which
opened in Oslo in September.
The museum exhibits contemporary
artworks that range from artmarket bling
and shock (Koons, Hirst etc) to subtler
works, some strongly architectural – of
which more later. It is the centrepiece of
a new cultural quarter on Tjuvholmen,
or Thieves Island, once docklands jutting
into the Oslofjord. ‘This building is
fundamentally a roof,’ says Piano.
The defining signature roof of lighthungry glass is high-tech and sweeps up from
a sculpture park where it almost touches
the grass, then blankets the galleries while
bridging a new water channel cut through
the complex, which includes an office block.
This single 6,000 sq m triangular curved
surface has rectilinear sections cut from
it along the canal and open ups a stepped
piazza with a thin tower. The result is that
in plan his great cover takes a shape like
some fearful asymmetric, double-edged
Viking axehead, not the sail Piano cites.
It overhangs the wood-clad volumes

beneath, sitting on thin white steel columns
with cable rigging and visibly consistent
with a constant Piano theme of shelter. ‘The
roof is unifying,’ Piano says in the vast, airy
main gallery under it, when the opening
press conference came together. ‘Now we
make shelter for coming together.’
The three building volumes contain
13,600 sq m of floor space, including rentable
offices in a six-storey block. The museum
occupies 6,900 sq m, of which about 3,000
sqm are galleries. The most spectacular of
these, rising to the roof on the fjord-side,
houses temporary exhibitions, and has a
37m-long balcony, itself with about 200 sq m
of exhibition floor.
Even on a grey day, natural light floods
the place, but as everywhere, there are
LED light fixtures, each with energy-saving
DALI (digital addressable lighting interface)
control. Here, the glass roof is a double skin
with a 1,500mm gap, with louvres that close
in winter and open to ventilate in summer.
The glass, laminated with a ceramic
frit, covers conventional insulated roofs
elsewhere. It is typical Piano, master of glass
even when it is not for looking through. The
light that it brings ‘is the best way to help art
without competing with the art’, says Piano.
The main gallery is entered from the

Below left: A bridge across
a new water channel links
the Astrup Fearnley’s
permanent collection
to the museum lobby, and
the Sculpture Park beyond
Below right: The
continuous 6,000 sq m
glass roof is intended to
be open to water and
a stepped piazza
Bottom left: A conceptual
drawing by Renzo Piano,
inspired by the idea of
sails on the fjord
Bottom right: An E-W
section through the Astrup
Fearnley Museum, looking
north. The main gallery
is enclosed adjacent
to the Sculpture Park

two-storey atrium lobby,. On the other side
is another gallery above a cafe, glazed parallel
to the water for views. A bridge across the
lobby connects the galleries. The entrance
faces another directly over an external bridge
across the canal. There, the permanent
collection is on show, in a chain of varied
gallery rooms stepped at different levels
within two storeys. Many are conventional
rectilinear rooms, others have converging
walls or are open corridors, or have ceilings
following the arc of the roof. At the southern
tip of the building, a window wall brings in
light in a simple, effective gesture.
In all, there are 10 exhibition spaces and
a lecture hall. However, the largest building,
separated by the piazza’s wide steps, is
almost a conventional office block but for
the roof and the wood cladding, punctuated
by regular windows.
Concrete was considered for cladding,
but the aspen timber makes a better
interplay with the steel and glass and will
weather gradually from brown to a silvergrey. Furthermore, as Piano notes, ‘wood
is sustainable. It will age beautifully, it will
breathe. It’s a material that shows the trace
of time. Some people are more beautiful
when they are older’.
One of the most accomplished aspects

The split-level main gallery
housing the temporary
exhibition lies under a
double-skin glass roof,
providing natural light
even on grey days
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of the museum complex is its interaction
with the water. ‘Water is magic’, says Piano.
‘Water makes things beautiful. It doubles
the image – you have the building and
the reflection’.
Looking north, the canal between the
buildings is aligned to frame the iconic 1950
brick towers of Arneberg and Poulsson’s
Rådhus. As it reaches the fjord to the
south, steps by the entrance lead down
to rocks where starfish are visible in the
clear seawater, and a shingle beach. It’s
a wonderful naturalistic surprise, more
so when you consider that it lies on an
old sunken pier in the fjord, whose depth
rapidly drops 25m.
The 84m-high white tower tube over
the plaza is actually the design of Narud
Stokke Wiig (NSW), architects of the vast
wood-clad Terminal 2 at Oslo Gardemoen
airport (2009), an unexpectedly organic
structure full of light under a curving glass
roof that may well have influenced Piano,
or at least Astrup Fearnley’s project architect
Emanuela Baglietto. Here though NSW’s
tower is a helical frame of steel, in which
a lift rises up to 55m, with a mast reaching
further. When the lift is active, glass cladding
embedded with liquid crystals switches to
opaque facing residential blocks. Originally
the tower was going to rise from the water,
but Piano commented that in that plan, ‘it
was destroying the canal’.
On the other side of the museum,
jutting just a little over the fjord, is a
concrete box with a door and window.
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Huang Yong Ping’s
Colosseum is a highlight
of Astrup Fearnley’s
opening exhibition To Be
With Art Is All We Ask

This is the work of Swiss duo Peter Fischli
& David Weiss, the most amusing of
contemporary artists (Weiss died this year),
collaborating with Andreas Fuhrimann and
Gabrielle Hächler. Things for a House On an
Island (2005) is one of several works strewn
across Tjuvholmen Sculpture Park, all from
the Selvaag collection, not Astrup Fearnley’s.
It also includes two great granite spheres by
Louise Bourgeois, Eyes (1997).
If Bourgeois’ black balls catch the eye
against Piano’s waterside museum facade,
they’re nothing like the über-curvaceous
bosom on the figure that confronts visitors
entering the lobby from the canal-side.
Takashi Murakami’s 3m Woman (2011), a
caricature of kawaii, is a total contrast to the
quiet building around it. When Piano mused
that ‘I love contemporary art – it gives you
this sense of energy’, that energy starts there.
The Fearnley collection may contain
some obvious eye-candy, but there is
much more. An interesting contribution
is from Chinese artists with architectural
interests. In the main gallery, two highlights
of opening exhibition To Be With Art
Is All We Ask (until 27 January) are Liu
Wei’s ensemble of soft classical buildings
in animal skin called Love It, Bite It, and
Huang Yong Ping’s large model Colosseum
containing plants. In the permanent
collection, Sun Xin’s painting Requiem, of
skyscrapers hanging in cloud above a man in
a room, is haunting.
Obviously comparisons arise with
Snøhetta’s larger Opera House (2007). Both

slope to the fjord (Snøhetta’s actually into
the water) and both defy Nordic gloom with
shining envelopes. The opera house’s single
iceberg volume is straight-edged, angular and
solid, broken abruptly with glass facades
and given a verticality with flytowers. The
museum is about curvature in glass tending
to horizontal, which almost conceals the
warm wooden building volumes. If anything,
these icons are complementary opposites,
and it’s almost a shame they can’t face
off each other – a peninsula where Oslo’s
ancient Akershus fort stands intervenes.
A local criticism is that Piano has ‘tried
to be Norwegian’ with the wood cladding,
but that’s rather like criticising Snøhetta
as trying to be Egyptian by using inscribed
Aswan granite at its Alexandria Library.
Piano is a class act whose charm could
make bread sound like cake. He says the
museum ‘is like a little city’, something he
has also said about the Centre Pompidou and
The Shard. But when he says the museum is
‘geography, topology, community all coming
together’, it’s not waffle but a summary of
the building’s response to its location and
aspiration to draw people there to art and
nature. ‘Art makes people better people, even
curators, dentists, lawyers’, he enthuses. To
accommodate it, ‘you cannot make white
boxes. It’s not true that being neutral helps
art – it kills art’.
Piano describes the museum as
‘a happy building’. With its signature form,
light and understated spatial drama, that’s
no overstatement.

